
Over £100k in charitable donations to
be recovered for Wrexham charities
after judge orders ex-trustee to pay
out

Press release

As a result of successful legal action brought by the Charity Commission,
over £117k will be recovered and distributed to support cancer patients in
Wrexham and District Hospitals.

The High Court of Justice has ruled in favour of the Charity Commission
following its decision to take legal action for restitution against the sole
trustee of the Frank Wingett Cancer Relief Fund.

Simon Wingett has been ordered to repay £117,100.32 which, subject to
recovery, will be distributed by the Commission to local charities supporting
the relief of cancer patients treated in Wrexham.

This follows a compliance case into the Frank Wingett Cancer Relief Fund,
which the regulator opened in 2017 to investigate concerns about the
charity’s management.

The charity was set up to relieve patients in Wrexham and District hospitals,
particularly those suffering from cancer and allied diseases, through raising
funds for medical and surgical equipment and facilities.

The charity came under scrutiny after its funds were misused to support the
creation of a 210ft (over 60m) Welsh dragon statue as a tourist attraction.
This project has no connection to advancing the charity’s aims and to date,
no statue has been built.

In July 2019, the Commission disqualified Mr Wingett from acting as a trustee
or senior manager of any charity in England or Wales for a period of 10 years
and has since pursued the restitution of funds.
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Tracy Howarth, Assistant Director of Casework at the Charity Commission,
said:

Charity trustees hold important positions of trust. We – and the
public – expect trustees to ensure financial decisions are taken in
the best interests of the charity and those it serves to benefit.

Mr Wingett’s significant misuse of funds was an abuse of the trust
placed in him by the many donors to the charity. This ruling will
ensure the charitable proceeds raised are now directed to the
benefit of those in the local community they were intended for.

Notes to editor:

On the 12th September 2022, the High Court of Justice ordered Mr Wingett1.
to pay a sum of £117,100.32 by way of restitution. Mr Wingett has also
been ordered to pay the sum of £9,755.00 to cover the Charity
Commission’s legal costs.
The Official Custodian will oversee the recovery of funds which can then2.
be distributed by the Charity Commission.
The Charity Commission takes cases of misconduct or wrongdoing which3.
result in depriving a charity of property or funds very seriously. In
appropriate cases and exceptionally, the commission will bring legal
proceedings, in the public interest with the Attorney General’s consent,
to recover funds lost to charity.
For further information on the Charity Commission’s policy on4.
restitution and recovery of charitable funds, please see this link:
Charity Commission policy on restitution and the recovery of charitable
funds misappropriated or lost to charity in breach of trust – GOV.UK
(www.gov.uk)
Any member of the public can look up any active or inactive charity5.
based in England and Wales via our Charities Register. About the
register of charities (charitycommission.gov.uk)

Published 29 September 2022

Foreign Secretary visits Singapore

Foreign Secretary Rt Hon James Cleverly MP is in Singapore today (29
September), for the first time since taking up the role, to underscore the
UK’s partnership with Singapore, ASEAN and the Indo-Pacific region.

The Foreign Secretary will meet the Prime Minister, Deputy Prime Minister and
his Singaporean counterpart, Foreign Minister Dr Vivian Balakrishnan, to
launch a regional investment initiative and give a keynote speech on the UK’s
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approach to the Indo-Pacific.

Speaking from Singapore, Foreign Secretary James Cleverly said:

The links between the UK and Singapore are founded on our shared
beliefs in free trade and international law and our strong
commitment to the rules-based multilateral system.

Singapore is an important and strategic partner as well as a
global, economic and political hub. I look forward to strengthening
this partnership, working together to solve global challenges and
creating sustainable prosperity in the UK, Singapore and the Indo-
Pacific.

The Foreign Secretary will meet Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong to reaffirm
the UK’s commitment to stronger bilateral ties with Singapore and discuss
future cooperation on regional trade and security.

At the Milken Institute Asia Summit, the Foreign Secretary will deliver a
speech outlining the UK’s outlook on the Indo-Pacific region.

The Foreign Secretary will meet Minister for Foreign Affairs Vivian
Balakrishnan and outline the UK’s ambition to elevate the UK-Singapore
relationship, reflecting the breadth and depth of shared interests. He will
sign a MoU committing the UK and Singapore to work together on capacity and
resilience building in the region.

He will meet Deputy Prime Minister Lawrence Wong and launch the new British
Investment International (BII) Office, which will be at the core of the UK’s
development finance institution’s Indo-Pacific expansion, recognising
Singapore’s role as a global financial centre. BII’s plans to invest in green
infrastructure will support climate resilience and a green economic
transition in the region and bring us closer to Vietnam, Indonesia,
Philippines, Cambodia and Laos.

Srini Nagarajan, Managing Director and Head of Asia, British International
Investment said:

Our new Singapore office is a momentous step in BII’s history,
which will play a significant role in our Indo-Pacific expansion
and bring us closer to our focus markets of the Philippines,
Indonesia, Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos. We will invest in the
renewables sector and partner with a network of investors to help
these economies reduce emissions, protect the environment and adapt
to the changing climate.

The Singapore visit will conclude his three-day visit to East Asia, during
which the Foreign Secretary highlighted the UK’s deep interest in the Indo-
Pacific region and took forward shared ambitions on trade and security.



Better broadband for rural Teesdale
under Project Gigabit

GoFibre to build lightning-fast gigabit-capable connections more than
twenty times faster than ‘superfast’
Made possible via Project Gigabit, the government’s £5 billion plan to
boost broadband across the UK

More than 4,000 rural premises in Teesdale will gain access to faster and
more reliable broadband after a multi-million contract was awarded under the
government’s Project Gigabit scheme.

Borderlink, trading as GoFibre, will work with the Department for Digital,
Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) and Durham County Council to enable thousands
of hard-to-reach homes and businesses to access gigabit-capable broadband,
made possible by £6.6m of DCMS investment.

The project will cover towns, villages and hamlets across the region
including premises near to Barnard Castle and Bishop Auckland, subject to
further survey completion.

Gigabit-capable networks are lightning-fast and fit for the future, allowing
communities to upload and download data with none of the disruptions
associated with ageing copper networks. More than 70 per cent of the UK can
access gigabit connections – such as full fibre – but these are mostly in
urban areas which is why the government is investing £5 billion to connect
hard-to-reach areas that might otherwise miss out.

The contract with GoFibre’s parent company Borderlink has been signed and
planning is now underway, with construction due to begin in Spring 2023. This
is the second Project Gigabit contract to be awarded following one covering
North Dorset in August.

Digital Infrastructure Minister Julia Lopez said:

Families and businesses across rural Teesdale can soon say goodbye
to buffering broadband and hello to lightning-fast speeds thanks to
the government leading the biggest broadband roll out in British
history.

I’m delighted Teesdale will be one of the first places to benefit
from the dozens of multi-million pound contracts we will be signing
over the coming weeks and months to make sure people in ‘hard-to-
reach’ areas across the UK get the broadband they deserve.

A GoFibre spokesperson, said:
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Closing the digital divide and helping local communities to thrive
by providing previously unimaginable levels of capability through
high-quality broadband services is at the heart of everything we
do. Through our latest appointment, we will work as a trusted
partner, equipping Teesdale with world-class connectivity built for
the future.

GoFibre is a Scottish independent broadband provider bringing full fibre
broadband services to homes and businesses across Scotland and the north of
England. This is the first contract Borderlink Broadband has been
successfully awarded under Project Gigabit.

The fast, reliable networks delivered by Project Gigabit will level-up mostly
rural and remote communities across the UK, as well as tackling pockets of
poor connectivity in urban areas. Having the fastest connections also means
the UK is fit for the future, with broadband infrastructure designed to
deliver for people’s needs for decades to come.

Cllr Susan McDonnell, Durham County Council’s Cabinet member for digital,
customer services and procurement, said:

We look forward to working on this exciting development, which will
benefit thousands of our residents and businesses in rural areas.

Reliable broadband is integral to our ambitious plans for economic
growth across County Durham. It plays a significant role in opening
up a wider range of education and employment opportunities and
helping communities to connect with each other and thrive.

Following a £164 million investment earlier this year from Gresham House’s
British Sustainable Infrastructure Fund, GoFibre is accelerating its rollout
of full fibre broadband throughout Scotland and the north of England,
enabling the company to transform more lives and address the UK’s digital
divide. GoFibre already has a presence across East Lothian, Fife and the
Scottish Borders, with the aim to reach hundreds of thousands of homes over
the next three years.

Households and businesses can register their interest in GoFibre’s full fibre
broadband services by visiting www.gofibre.co.uk/register.

–ENDS–

Notes to Editors

Project Gigabit is DCMS’s flagship £5 billion programme to enable hard-
to-reach communities to access lightning-fast gigabit-capable broadband.
The Teesdale contract assigns around £6.6m of UK government funding to
build a gigabit-capable broadband network to more than 4,000 local
premises, subject to survey completion.
GoFibre, trading under parent company Borderlink Broadband, secured an



investment of £164 million in early 2022 from the British Sustainable
Infrastructure fund, managed by Gresham House PLC, to accelerate its
rollout of full fibre broadband throughout Scotland and the North of
England, enabling the company to transform more lives and help to
address the UK’s digital divide.
Founded by CEO, Alex Cacciamani, and his wife, Laura, in their hometown
of Duns, GoFibre was created out of the need to solve their broadband
problems at home. After moving to the Scottish Borders in 2017 with
their three kids, they realised quickly there was a need for faster
broadband in these rural areas and set about solving the issue.
The company is headquartered in Edinburgh, with an engineering depot in
Berwick-Upon-Tweed.
With GoFibre, customers can access speeds of between 100Mbps and 10Gbps,
with standard pricing starting at £36 per month.
Individuals and businesses can find out more and register their interest
in full fibre broadband by visiting
http://www.gofibre.co.uk/get-in-touch/

UK marks World Maritime Day with £60
million boost for clean shipping

government launches £60 million clean maritime competition on World
Maritime Day
zero-emission vessels, fuels and clean port infrastructure set to
benefit from funding and boost economic growth
announcement made during Transport Secretary keynote address to Atlantic
Future Forum in New York

Tankers, cruise ships, ports and the wider maritime sector could play their
part in slashing emissions and boosting economic growth thanks to £60 million
of funding for the UK maritime industry.

To mark this year’s World Maritime Day (29 September 2022), Transport
Secretary Anne-Marie Trevelyan is announcing funding for the third round of
the clean maritime demonstration competition (CMDC), which will run from
April 2023 to March 2025 and help innovative companies and scientists make
emission-free maritime a reality. 

The Transport Secretary will make the announcement during a keynote address
to the Atlantic Future Forum in New York, on the HMS Queen Elizabeth.

The address will focus on how maritime security improves global prosperity
and protects all of our interests, as well as how more environmentally-
friendly shipping can lead to a sustainable future for maritime trade.

From today, UK companies will be able to bid for a slice of the funding to
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supercharge the development of early-stage clean maritime technologies for
wider use in the future.

This is all part of government plans to back innovative businesses and reach
net zero emissions by 2050.

Transport Secretary Anne-Marie Trevelyan said:  

The UK has always been a proud seafaring nation and helping the
maritime sector to be more environmentally-friendly will mean it
continues to play a key role in the UK’s economy for generations to
come.

This World Maritime Day we’re announcing funding to harness the
best innovations the UK has to offer – proving that tackling
climate change can go hand-in-hand with business innovation, job
creation and supercharging economic growth.

In 2020 UK domestic maritime vessels contributed around 5% of the UK’s
domestic greenhouse gas emissions – more than trains and buses combined.

The CMDC is one of the ways the government is supporting the sector to
decarbonise.

Also announced today are the winning projects from the second round of the
CMDC, launched in May 2022, which saw £12 million shared between 121 UK
companies.

Among the winners are 3 projects exploring the development of green shipping
corridors – zero emission shipping routes between 2 ports. These routes build
on the Clydebank declaration backed by 24 states at COP26.

The Clean Tyne Shipping Corridor consortium, the Aberdeen Harbour Board and
ACUA Ocean hydrogen-powered North Sea crossing study, and the (GCSS) study
between the Port of Dover and the Ports of Calais and Dunkirk, aim to support
the transition to green crossings to and from the UK. This could one day
create international agreements that would see only zero emission vessels –
including ferries, leisure crafts and workboats – between the UK and other
ports.

Using aerospace technologies, new ships are being developed that ‘fly’ above
the surface of the water, reducing operational emissions by 100% and fuel
costs by up to 90% by reducing drag. Built in Belfast by Artemis Technologies
in collaboration with Tidal Transit, ORE Catapult and Lloyd’s Register is a
project receiving over £1 million to develop a green, 24-metre workboat to
transfer workers to and from offshore wind farms.

David Tyler, Commercial Director at Artemis Technology said:

Following years of underinvestment in research and innovation by
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the maritime industry, the sector is under real pressure to develop
and adopt disruptive technologies if it has any chance of achieving
the UK’s ambitious net zero targets.

The clean maritime demonstration competition is welcomed by the
sector and will play a critical role in helping accelerate the UK’s
transition to a more sustainable maritime future.

Today’s announcement follows the allocation of £206 million to support zero
emission sailing and skilled maritime jobs as part of UK SHORE, announced in
March this year.

The UK Shipping Office for Reducing Emissions (UK SHORE) is housed in the
Department for Transport and is dedicated to creating a world free from
shipping emissions.

UK SHORE is implementing a comprehensive research and development programme,
including the CMDC, working in partnership with industry to help build
greener vessels – from cruises to tankers and leisure boats.

Innovate UK Executive Director for Net Zero, Mike Biddle, said:

The maritime sector is of crucial importance to the UK, with more
than 95% of our trade running through the major ports that connect
us to the global economy.

As such an important part of the UK economy, significant change is
needed to ensure that the sector adapts to new, clean technologies,
reducing maritime emissions.

This latest, multi-year round of the government’s clean maritime
demonstration competition builds on the success of the first 2
rounds, stimulating innovation to ensure the UK is at the forefront
of this transition to make maritime greener.

Ashley Feldman, Programme Manager for Transport and Smart Cities, techUK
said:

Today’s announcement marks an important step forward in the UK’s
journey to net zero. The maritime sector is especially complex to
decarbonise and the CMDC is funding cutting-edge innovation for
solving these challenges.

This next round of investment will accelerate progress, ensuring
the UK emerges as a global power for these technologies.

Ben Murray, CEO of Maritime UK, said:
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The maritime sector is one of Britain’s biggest industries and can
play a major role in helping to grow our economy as we accelerate
efforts to decarbonise the sector, delivering well-paid, high-
quality jobs across the UK. > This funding will help all parts of
the sector to develop the solutions needed for maritime
decarbonisation. 

Industry is rising to the challenge and co-investing with
government to accelerate progress on clean maritime propulsion and
infrastructure.

 If we move quickly, the UK has a generational opportunity to lead
globally, exporting cutting-edge solutions to maritime businesses
across the world.

£1.5 billion to improve energy
efficiency and slash bills

Government funding of up to £1.5 billion will see around 130,000 social
housing and low-income properties in England upgraded
upgrades will help households save around £400 to £700 a year on their
energy bills at current prices and funding could support around 19,000
green energy sector jobs
funding follows government’s direct and decisive intervention ahead of 1
October to reduce energy bills for households and businesses

Around 130,000 low-income households across England could see bills slashed
by around £400 to £700 a year as their homes receive energy efficiency
upgrades through the government’s latest Help to Heat funding.

Up to £1.5 billion is being made available through the Social Housing
Decarbonisation Fund and Home Upgrade Grant schemes, allowing social housing
providers and local authorities to submit bids for funding to upgrade the
properties of around 130,000 low-income and social households.

Today’s funding will see the installation of measures such as external wall
and loft insulation, energy efficient doors and windows, heat pumps and solar
panels, with multiple measures often being installed in a single home to
considerably improve the energy performance.

Local authorities and social housing providers will be able to submit bids
for funding and will deliver upgrades from early next year until March 2025,
building on more than 30,000 homes already being upgraded under the Social
Housing Decarbonisation Fund and Home Upgrade Grant schemes.
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Today’s announcement comes ahead of unprecedented government support which
kicks in this weekend, helping to protect households, businesses and public
sector organisations from rising energy costs following Putin’s illegal war
in Ukraine.

Thanks to the government’s Energy Price Guarantee, for the next two years,
the typical annual household bill will be £2,500, a saving of at least £1,000
a year based on current prices and energy usage. This is on top of existing
government plans to give all households £400 off bills this winter. This
direct and decisive action means households will receive significant
protection from an 80% rise in the Energy Price Cap and won’t see average
household bills increase to over £3,500 annually, with some reports
predicting bills could have risen as high as £6,500 next year.

There was also no price cap in place for businesses, meaning British
companies were also experiencing significant increases in energy costs – in
some cases of more than 500% – but thanks to government intervention through
the Energy Bill Relief Scheme, businesses, public and third sector
organisations will pay wholesale energy costs well below half of expected
prices for this winter.

Business and Energy Secretary Jacob Rees-Mogg said:

Putin’s illegal war in Ukraine, would have had dire consequences on
the energy bills of both households and businesses this winter,
without the government’s decisive action. Today I am cutting costs
even further for the most vulnerable households for years to come.

By making homes warmer and cheaper to live in, we are not only
transforming the lives of households across England, we are
creating huge growth in the economy, backing the green energy
sector and supporting thousands of high-skilled jobs.

As part of the government’s Growth Plan, which was announced by the
Chancellor this week, the schemes could together support 19,000 green energy
sector jobs.

Social housing with an Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) rating of D or
lower will be eligible to receive Social Housing Decarbonisation Fund (SHDF)
upgrades, while the Home Upgrade Grant (HUG) funding will help people who are
most vulnerable to fuel poverty, living in privately-owned – both rented and
owner-occupied – off gas-grid homes and on low incomes.

The cash boost forms part of £12 billion combined funding under the
government’s ‘Help to Heat’ schemes, which also include the Local Authority
Delivery and Energy Company Obligation schemes, targeting support to lower
income and more vulnerable households.

The HUG funding will see up to £700 million available for local authorities
to install energy efficiency measures in around 30,000 properties. Estimates
for average annual energy bill savings for low-income households in HUG are



around £700 at current prices.

Up to £800 million SHDF wave 2 grant funding will see around 100,000 social
homes receiving energy efficiency upgrades, with estimated average energy
bill reductions of around £400 a year at current prices. The grant funding
provided by the government will have to be matched by those applying,
doubling the investment being made under the SHDF scheme to around £1.6
billion.

The wave 2 funding builds on the £179 million funding announced through SHDF
wave 1 in February 2022, which is upgrading up to 20,000 social housing
properties.

Minister for Business and Energy Lord Callanan said:

The cheapest form of energy is the energy we do not use. Our Help
to Heat schemes are already bringing real benefits to tens of
thousands of low-income households across the country by improving
the energy performance of their homes and saving them hundreds of
pounds on their bills.

Together with the unprecedented support government is putting in
place to help households and businesses with rising energy costs,
this latest funding will extend that assistance even further,
targeting help to those who need it most by making their homes
warmer and cheaper to run.

It is set to deliver further on the huge progress that has already been made
to increase the energy efficiency of UK homes.

In 2010, just 14% had an Energy Performance of C or above, however it is now
at 46% and rising, with the social housing sector up from 18% in 2008 to
around 66%. Energy efficiency improvements are one of the most effective ways
to save money on energy bills at a time of rising global gas prices.

Kate Henderson, Chief Executive of the National Housing Federation, said:

The launch of the second wave of the Social Housing Decarbonisation
Fund is hugely welcome. This vital funding will enable housing
associations across the country to make significant progress in
retrofitting and decarbonising their homes – work that not only
cuts carbon emissions but saves residents money on their heating
bills.

We know that England’s homes produce more carbon each year than the
average annual use of the country’s cars, so decarbonising social
homes has a pivotal role to play to meeting the country’s net zero
target.

The National Housing Federation and our members look forward to



continuing to work with BEIS to demonstrate the benefits that
decarbonising homes has on residents’ lives.

Tracy Harrison, Chief Executive, Northern Housing Consortium said:

We welcome the opening of this important funding, which gives the
North the opportunity to scale-up social housing retrofit
programmes, creating good, skilled, green jobs and helping to
tackle fuel poverty in our communities.

The North is ambitious for this Wave – some significant
collaborations are under way and councils and housing associations
are looking forward to working with BEIS to build on the momentum
we’ve already established together.

This latest funding is in addition to government action to protect UK
households from the costs of energy that are being pushed up by pressures on
global markets following Russia’s illegal invasion of Ukraine.

The Energy Price Guarantee will limit the amount consumers can be charged for
each unit of gas and electricity you use in their home and will apply from 1
October, fixing the unit cost at the equivalent of a £2500 annual bill for a
typical household with average gas and electricity use.

This will save the average household £1,000 a year based on current energy
prices from October. It comes in addition to the announced £400 energy bills
discount for all households and together they will bring costs close to where
the energy price cap stands today.

Taken together, the government is cutting energy bills by an expected £1,400
this year, and millions of the most vulnerable households will receive
additional payments, taking their total savings this year to £2,200.

Meanwhile, the Energy Bill Relief Scheme will reduce wholesale gas and
electricity prices for all UK businesses, charities and public sector bodies,
such as schools and hospitals, meaning they will pay wholesale energy costs
below half of expected prices for this winter. The next wave of the Public
Sector Decarbonisation Scheme will also soon open for new applications, with
up to £635 million in funding to further support bill savings in the public
sector.

Further details on the government’s Help to Heat schemes and how to find out
if a property is eligible for a grant is available on the GOV.UK website.

Details on how local authorities and social housing providers can bid for
funding are on the Social Housing Decarbonisation Fund and Home Upgrade Grant
pages on GOV.UK.

In the Heat and Buildings Strategy and Net Zero Strategy, it was announced
that £800 million has been committed for the Social Housing Decarbonisation
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Fund (SHDF) and £950 million for the Home Upgrade Grant (HUG) as part of the
2021 Spending Review process across the next three years.

The SHDF is a £3.8 billion government manifesto commitment over a 10-year
period to improve the energy performance of socially rented homes. Today’s
announcement marks the launch of the Wave 2.1 competition. – A total of 69
projects were awarded funding in Wave 1 of the SHDF in February 2022.

The £62 million SHDF demonstrator project launched in 2020, and will improve
the energy efficiency of up to 2,000 social homes to at least EPC Band C –
cutting bills for tenants and supporting over 1,000 jobs.

The 2021 Spending Review brought the total committed funding for the SHDF and
associated demonstrator to just over £1 billion so far, representing a
significant investment that will drive the decarbonisation agenda across this
important sector on the pathway to net zero.

The Home Upgrade Grant provides energy efficiency upgrades and low-carbon
heating to low-income households living off the gas grid in England to tackle
fuel poverty and meet net zero.

Government has allocated a total of £1.1 billion to the Home Upgrade Grant,
with delivery taking place from early 2022 to March 2025.

The worst performing low-income, off gas grid homes, ranging from Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC) Bands D to G, are eligible to receive upgrades
under HUG.

The government has also launched an online service to help homeowners make
informed choices on the energy efficiency of their homes, as part of its
‘Help to Heat’ support.

As part of its drive to make homes cheaper to heat, the government also
announced in the Growth Plan that it would be bringing forward legislation to
implement new obligations on energy suppliers to help hundreds of thousands
of their customers take action to reduce their energy bills, delivering an
average saving of around £200 a year.

This help will be worth £1 billion over the next three years, starting from
April 2023. Support will be targeted at those most vulnerable but will also
be available for the least efficient homes in lower council tax bands. As
with previous schemes, the government will work with the Scottish Government
on arrangements in Scotland. – In the short term, the government is providing
a package of measures to help households meet the cost of living that is
being driven up by global pressures on wholesale energy prices.

The Energy Price Guarantee (EPG) will fix the unit cost at the equivalent of
a £2500 annual bill for a typical household with average gas and electricity
use. This is to stop the immediate challenge of bills going up sharply on 1
October and will run for an initial period of three months to 31 December,
but the firm intention is that a EPG scheme will continue into 2023 in order
to protect households through this winter.
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-growth-plan-2022-documents
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/government-announces-energy-price-guarantee-for-families-and-businesses-while-urgently-taking-action-to-reform-broken-energy-market


The EPG limits the amount a household can be charged per unit of gas or
electricity for the next 2 years. Saving will depend on how much you use, but
a typical household will save at least £1,000 a year.

Consumers in England, Scotland and Wales do not have to do anything to
receive the benefit of the EPG. Changes to gas and electricity tariffs will
happen automatically.

The Energy Bills Support Scheme will deliver a £400 non-repayable discount to
eligible households to help with energy bills from October and £1,200 to
around 8 million low-income households. Further details of the scheme can be
read here.

This is alongside existing support for the most vulnerable, including the
Winter Fuel Payment, worth up to £300 and the Warm Home Discount, providing a
one-off payment of £150 this October. The Cold Weather Payment, which is a
£25 payment for vulnerable households on qualifying benefits, is also
available to help with the cost of bills when the weather is or expected to
be unusually cold.

The Energy Bill Relief Scheme will provide a price reduction to ensure that
all businesses and other non-domestic customers are protected from
excessively high energy bills over the winter period. Non-domestic customers
do not need to take action or apply to the scheme – support will
automatically be applied to bills. The price reduction will run initially for
6 months covering energy use from 1 October 2022 until 31 March 2023.

The government has also launched a £10 million Homes Decarbonisation Skills
Training competition for training providers in England to offer subsidised
skills training to installers within the home retrofit, energy efficiency and
low carbon heating sector.

The Midlands Net Zero Hub will administer, monitor and evaluate the skills
training competition.

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/400-energy-bills-discount-to-support-households-this-winter
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/getting-the-energy-bills-support-scheme-discount
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/getting-the-energy-bills-support-scheme-discount
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/energy-bill-relief-scheme-help-for-businesses-and-other-non-domestic-customers

